f.f. Corse
IN ASSOCIATION WITH

2017OFFICIALTEAMRACEWEAR

FF Corse are pleased to announce the continuation of our partnership with Stand 21 for
the 2017 season.

Founded in 1970, Stand 21 specialise in bespoke made-to-measure driver equipment. Stand
21 design, develop and manufacture in house and all of their products are engineered to
provide the wearer with the optimum level of safety and comfort.

All of the suits and helmets are made-to-measure and feature a range of technology
with both lightweight and breathable models available.
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La Couture This light suit was developed to perfectly ﬁt the driver.
With four stretch panels, this suit gives the driver more freedom of
movement compared to other light weight suits
La Couture HSC This suit is the breathable evolution of the La Couture.
It’s the perfect suit for endurance racing and hot weather.
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Boots
The FF Corse boots follow the same deisgn cues as the suits.
There is space on the strap to embroider your name
The boots themselves are made from high quality leather
and feature a vibration and shock absorbing heel.

Gloves
Like the FF Corse boots, the gloves follow the same design
as the suits.
There are two options available, Daytona gloves and OSII gloves.
The diﬀerence between the two models is that the Daytona gloves
feature inside seams and the OSII gloves have outside seams which
provide additional comfort when driving
Like the suits and boots, the gloves can be personalised.
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Helmets
FIA 8859 & FIA 8860
Stand 21 made its ﬁrst helmet in 1991.
Like many of its products, it revolutionised
how racing drivers are protected.
Today Stand 21 only manufactures carbon ﬁbre
helmets which are not only hand made but also
made to measure and feature a memory foam liner.
All Stand 21 helmets are fully customisable with a
unique design of your choice.

HANS Devices
The HANS Device was introduced over 15 years
ago, and helps to protect the racing driver from
a basilar skull fracture - the most common killer
in motorsport.
Stand 21 is the world’s largest manufacturer of
the HANS Device, which is now mandatory in
the vast majority of FIA and MSA events.
Due to the signiﬁcant increase in protection,
they are strongly recommended even for track
days.
It is available in a variety of sizes and angles.
Please speak to your Stand 21 representative
for advice on choosing the right product for you
and your car.

2017 Prices
Suits

Boots

FFC121 £1494

FFC Daytona II £325

FFC221 £1956

FFC Silhouette £380

FFC221 Evo £2144
FFC221 Air-S £2237

Gloves

FFC3000 £2281

FFC Daytona £241

La Couture £2519

FFC OSII £251

La Couture HSC £2581

A 20% discount is available on FF Corse Team Racewear
(only applies to products as listed above) when purchased through FF Corse
All prices exclude VAT

Stand 21 UK,
Brabham Stewart Centre
Brands Hatch Circuit,
Longﬁeld,
Kent,
DA3 8NG
T: 01474 855319
E: sales@stand21.uk

